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Abstract
Introduction: Early neuronal processing of thermal noxious information relies mostly on molecular detectors of the transient
receptor potential family expressed by specific subpopulation of sensory neurons. This information may converge to second-order
wide-dynamic-range (WDR) neurons located in the deep layer of the dorsal horn of the spinal cord.
Method:Using amicro-Peltier thermode thermal contact stimulator II delivering various cold and hot noxious stimulations, we have
characterized the extracellular electrophysiological responses of mechanosensitive WDR neurons in anesthetized adult male and
female Wistar rats.
Results: Most of the WDR neurons were activated after hot and cold noxious stimulations, at mean temperature thresholds
corresponding to 43 and 20˚C, respectively. If the production of action potential was not different in frequency between the 2 thermal
modalities, the latency to observe the first action potential was significantly different (cold: 212ms; hot: 490ms, unpaired Student t-
test: t5 8.041; df5 32; P, 0.0001), suggesting that different fiber types and circuits were involved. The temporal summation was
also different because no facilitation was seen for cold noxious stimulations contrary to hot noxious ones.
Conclusion: Altogether, this study helps better understand how short-lasting and long-lasting hot or cold noxious stimuli are
integrated by mechanosensitive WDR neurons. In our experimental conditions, we found WDR neurons to be nociceptive specific
for C-fiber–mediated hot stimuli. We also found that cold nonnoxious and noxious information, triggered at glabrous skin areas, are
likely taken in charge by A-type sensory neurons. This study will be helpful to establish working hypothesis explaining the thermal
pain symptoms displayed by animal models and patients in a translational extent.
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1. Introduction

In the nervous system, interoceptive and exteroceptive nocicep-
tive stimuli are detected and coded by sensory neurons

innervating tissues and organs. These stimuli are of various
nature and intensity, such asmechanical deformation, heat, cold,

or irritation caused by chemicals. Regarding thermal modalities,

the molecular detection is mostly performed by the transient

receptor potential (TRP) ion channel superfamily.5 If the gating

mechanism is still unclear, it seems that nonselective cationic

TRP ion channels are activated thanks to an allosteric coupling

between protein modules, respectively, sensitive to temperatures

and voltage changes.24 This proposal also explains well the

voltage-dependent influences on the TRP channel function and

temperature thresholds. The thermal sensitivity of these TRPs in

the skin is quite exceptional because they are capable of coding

hot or cold temperature changes of less than 1˚C.30 Since the

discovery of the transient receptor potential vanilloid type 1

(TRPV1), which is activated by temperature higher than 42˚C and

capsaicin, an active ingredient in chili,6 several thermosensitive

TRPs have been characterized inmammalian sensory neurons. In

the 7 families of TRPs, thermosensitive channels are found in the

ankyrin subtype (TRPA1), vanilloid set (TRPV1-4), canonical type

(TRPC5), and melastatin subtype (TRPM2-5 and TRPM8).5

Heat threshold triggering activation of TRPV1, through
temperature sensor domains which include the distal half of the
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C terminus,38 is found at temperature values around 42˚C.6

TRPV1 is expressed by half of the dorsal root ganglion sensory
neurons and by 75% of small diameter unmyelinated C-type
neurons which represent most of the nociceptive-specific
neurons.13 Transient receptor potential vanilloid type 2 are also
activated by noxious hot temperatures exceeding 52˚C but are
mostly expressed by some Ad-type sensory neurons.2 In
comparison with TRPV1 and TRPV2, TRPV3 and TRPV4 seem
to be involved in the thermal detection of nonnoxious hot
temperature because their activation can be seen in the
nonnoxious range, starting at 20 and 32˚C for TRPV3 and
TRPV4, respectively.12 Although TRPV3 can be involved in the
detection of temperature around 40˚C, it is unlikely that TRPV3
and TRPV4 play a major role in thermal nociception.20

The nociceptive cold threshold in humans can be reached
when temperatures are generally below 15˚C.10 Two subpopu-
lations of sensory neurons seem to be involved. The first
subpopulation is made of nociceptors expressing the type 8
melastatin TRP channel (TRPM8). They are activated by
temperatures below 25˚C or by natural substances inducing a
sensation of cold, such as menthol or icilin.27 The second
neuronal population is expressing the type 1 ankyrin TRP channel
(TRPA1). They also express TRPV1 and are activated at
temperatures below 17˚C or by chemicals inducing a sensation
of burning like with allyl isothiocyanate, the active component of
mustard, horseradish, and wasabi.33 This TRPA1–TRPV1 coex-
pression could explain the feeling of burning induced by noxious
cold stimuli.

Although the mechanisms underlying thermal sensitivity have
been greatly studied in primary sensory neurons, the integration
of such information in the spinal cord or in supraspinal centers is
far less understood. The local microcircuits processing this
thermal information in the superficial dorsal horn of the spinal cord
are still under investigation.21 One of the first study that attempted
to establish a characterization of thermal response in the spinal
cord proposed a classification of neurons dependent on their
activity in response to mechanical, hot, and cold stimuli; class 1
units were responsive to innocuous stimuli but not nociceptive,
class 2 units responded to both innocuous and nociceptive
stimuli, and class 3 units only to nociceptive stimuli. Only class 1
and class 2 units were heat responsive and were further divided
into (1) warming neurons activated by temperature below 42.5˚C,
(2) warming or noxious units activated by temperature below
42.5˚C but with peak activity at higher temperatures, and (3)
noxious units activated above 42.5˚C. All heat responsive units
were also activated by cooling, but a specific characterization of
the cold response was not conducted.29 In this study, thermal
responsive neurons were located in laminae I, IV, and V. Early c-
fos studies also investigated the spinal integration of cold or hot
noxious stimulation. They showed that after noxious heat, 57% to
69% of lamina I NK1 receptor–expressing projection neurons
expressed c-fos and that the proportion did not differ between the
different morphological groups of neurons (pyramidal, fusiform,
and multipolar cell). However, noxious cold activated mostly
multipolar neurons and only a small portion of fusiform or
pyramidal cells.34 A previous study on cats also reported that
pyramidal cells responsed to innocuous cooling, fusiform and
multipolar cells responsed to noxious heat, and only multipolar
cells responded to noxious cooling.18 The intensity of c-fos
expression in the spinal cord in response to noxious cold was
showed to be intensity dependent and was absent or very small
for temperatures above 210˚C.1 Dado et al. recorded spinal
neurons of the spinothalamic tract and showed that 86%
responded to noxious heat and 29% to cooling with a threshold

at 29.1˚, with amajority responding to both noxious and innoxious
cold.7 Concerning wide-dynamic-range (WDR) neurons, their
response to noxious heat and cold was previously investigated by
Khasabov et al.,23 who showed that 86% of WDR neurons
responded to both noxious heat and cold and 14% only to heat,
whereas 61% of high-threshold nociceptive-specific neurons
responded to both noxious modalities and 32% and 7% only to
heat and cold, respectively. They also showed that themean cold
threshold of WDR neurons was higher that the one of high-
threshold neurons (;15 vs 20.6˚).

A recent in vivo calcium imaging study has been able to provide
further insights into the coding and processing of thermal stimuli
in the superficial layers.31,36 These data show a functional
difference in the processing of warming and cooling, as well as
at the response to noxious stimuli. Cold responses peaked during
the transient phase of the stimuli and then rapidly adapted,
whereas hot responses persisted during the whole stimulus.
These results seem to indicate that processing of the cold
response does not necessarily reflect the temperature of the skin
but rather its change of temperature, whereas the coding of heat
is absolute with little adaptation from the transducting fibers.

In this study, we have recorded WDR neurons in the deep
dorsal horn layers of the spinal cord (400–1000 mm) to
characterize their role in the processing of nociceptive and
nonnociceptive thermal information. More precisely, we recorded
mechanoresponsive WDR neurons and characterized their
integrative properties after thermal stimulation of peripheral
receptive field on the hind paw. Based on data from the
literature,35 we expected that these neurons would respond to
a convergence of both innocuous and noxious information, from
mechanical and thermal modalities. So far, characterization of
their integrative role for different modalities has been a challenge.
Thermal stimulations used were often too slow (water jet, water
bath, ice, or conducting metals) to evaluate thermal thresholds
(skin inertia bias) and not properly controlling the receptor field
local temperature.15 Here, we used stimulation (300˚C/second)
with cold or hot noxious temperatures, with various duration
(short pulses, ramps, or sustained stimuli) while controlling the
surface skin temperature, granting a greater control over the
stimulation parameters. Thanks to this novel device, these
stimulations were applied on a small receptive field while
recording WDR neurons in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord
using extracellular recording in isoflurane-anesthetized adult rats.
Apart from testing the hypothesis that cold and hot information
from a given receptive field converge to WDR neurons, we
assessed the thermonociceptive-specific role of WDR neurons
and the relative contribution of C-type and A-type fibers in this
processing.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Animals

Adult male and female Wistar rats (aged P45-P60) were used for
this study. No differences were found between males and
females, so datawere pooled (see supplementary Fig. 1, available
at http://links.lww.com/PR9/A144). Rats were housed in littered
cages, in a temperature-controlled room (22˚C) at a hygrometry of
456 5%, under a 12-hour light–dark cycle (lights on at 7 AM), with
ad libitum access to food and water. The experiments were
performed after a week of acclimatization in the animal facility. All
experiments conducted were approved by the regional ethical
committee regarding animal experimentation (APAFIS
#201706131614598) and complied to the ARRIVE guidelines.
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2.2. In vivo extracellular single-unit
electrophysiological recordings

We used an in vivo preparation for the extracellular single-unit
recording, as previously described.22 Rats were anesthetized with
isoflurane 4%pushed by pressured air at a flow rate of 700mL/min
(Ventoflurane, Vibrac, Carros, France) and placed onto a stereo-
taxic frame equippedwith a nasal mask tomaintain anesthesia and
with an electrical warming blanket to keep a steady body
temperature (Ugo Basile, Rodent Warmer X1, Gemonio, Italy).
Isoflurane was adjusted to 3% for the ensuing surgery which
started when the rat was areflexic. A laminectomy was performed
at the lumbar level (L3-L5). With the cervical and sacral vertebrae
firmly held, the meninges were carefully removed, the exposed
segment of spinal cord was covered with an isolating mineral oil to
prevent dehydration, and the anesthesia was adjusted to 1.5% for
the recordings. At the end of the experiment, animals were killed
with an overdose of anesthesia (isoflurane 5%).

Single-unit extracellular recordings were made from WDR
neurons located in the deep layers of the dorsal horn
(400–1000 mm) with a stainless steel microelectrode (FHC,
Stainless Steel, UE FK1, Bowdoin) lowered into the medial part of
the spinal cord by an electrical micromanipulator (Scientifica, IVM
1000, Uckfield, United Kingdom). Variations of potential were
amplified (DAM80, AC Differential Amplifier, WPI, Aston, United
Kingdom) and filtered for frequency superior to 3 kHz and inferior
to 300 Hz. Parasite frequencies were suppressed using a noise
eliminator (HumBug 50/60 Hz Noise Eliminator, WPI, Aston,
United Kingdom), and the resulting signal was digitized with an

acquisition frequency of 10 kHz (Power 1401, CED, Cambridge,
United Kingdom) and processed by the Spike2 software (CED,
Cambridge, England). In the case of multicellular recordings,
unitary responses were isolated thanks to the Spike Sorting
Analysis Module of Spike2 software.

Neurons were selected on the basis of their response to
innocuous (light brush applied on the receptor field and light
pressure applied with the finger) and nociceptive (pinching with a
pair of forceps) mechanical stimuli and were then tested with
thermal stimuli. This not only allowed their identification as
convergent second-order neurons but also permitted to precisely
define the receptor field on the animal’s paw.

After a single thermal stimulation of the peripheral receptive
field, WDR neuron frequency of extracellularly recorded action
potential (AP) discharges was measured during 2 seconds,
corresponding to the duration of the stereotypical bursting
discharge of hot-sensitive neurons. To evaluate the activation
threshold temperature of stimulated sensory fibers, the latency to
observe the first AP was measured in response to a slow-heating
or slow-cooling ramp, from the neutral temperature (30˚C) to 52 or
0˚C, for noxious hot and coldmodalities, respectively. The heating
ramp speedwas of 3˚C/second, whereas the cooling ramp speed
was of 4˚C/second for a maximum stimulation duration of 7.5
seconds. The frequency of discharge for the duration of the
stimulation was also measured. When spontaneous activity was
already present, the mean baseline frequency before stimulation
was removed from the poststimulation data.

2.3. Wind-up protocol

Spinal WDR neurons recorded in the deep layer of the dorsal horn
are known to reproduce with fidelity the «wind-up» phenomenon
observed when repeated electrical stimulation (1 Hz) are applied
on C fibers. A similar protocol was used here for hot and cold
nociceptive stimuli (30 single stimuli, 1 Hz) to assess the C fibers
response to a sustained thermal stimulation. The frequency of
response of the neuronwas calculated in Hz for the 30 seconds of
stimulation. This protocol was chosen to study the desensitization
of thermal responses as well as to potentially observe a facilitation
of the response such as the «wind-up» response resulting from
repeated electrical stimulation.

2.4. Stimulation thermode

Thermal stimulations were applied using a thermal contact
stimulator (TCS II, Thermal Cutaneous Stimulator, QST.Lab,
Strasbourg, France), allowing the stimulation of the cutaneous

Figure 1. Thermode micro-Peltier TCS II characteristics and its interest while
recording spinal wide dynamic range (WDR) neurons in vivo. (A) Image
illustrating the size of the stimulation zones (8 mm2) with respect to the adult rat
hind paw size. (B) Representative extracellular unit recording of a WDR neuron
in response to nociceptive hot (52˚C, heating speed 300 ˚C/s; duration: 1
second) delivered by one of the 5 stimulation zone (numbered 1–5). The
corresponding receptor field for this WDR neuron overlaps on the third and
fourth stimulated areas. AP, action potential; TCS, thermal contact stimulator.

Table 1

Summary table of the stimulation protocols used in the study.

Hot Cold Measured parameters

Single stimulation 52˚C
Speed: 300˚C/second
Duration: 250, 500, 750, and 1000 ms

0˚C
Speed: 300˚C/second
Duration: 250, 500, 750, and 1000 ms

Latency to first action potential
Frequency of discharge

Slow ramp 30-.52˚C
Speed: 3˚C/second
Duration: 7.5 seconds

30-. 0˚C
Speed: 3˚C/second
Duration: 7.5 seconds

Activation threshold
Frequency of discharge

Sustained stimulation 30 3 Single stimulation
Frequency: 1Hz

30 3 Single stimulation
Frequency: 1Hz

Frequency of discharge

Hot and cold response curve Temperatures: 30, 35, 40, 45, and 52˚C
Duration: 5 seconds

Temperatures: 20, 15, 10, 5, and 0˚C
Duration: 5 seconds

Frequency of discharge
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surface (minimum 8 mm2) with temperature ranging from 0 to
60˚C. The heating or cooling rate could be adjusted from 0.1 to
300˚C/second.11 The device we used provides 5 independent
stimulation areas of 8mm2 granting the possibility to perform very
precise stimulation to a slower heating or cooling ramp (Fig. 1). As
soon as the hind paw glabrous skin receptive field was identified
for given WDR neurons, we placed the thermode on the site until
the end of the recording. The different stimulatory procedures are
given in Table 1.

2.5. Statistical analysis

Graphs and statistics were generated with GraphPad Prism 6
(GraphPad software Inc, California). Data are expressed in mean
6 SEM.We used parametric tests (unpaired Student t test) when
data were normally distributed. Normality was verified with the
D’Agostino–Pearson omnibus normality test. If not, non-
parametric (Mann–Whitney) statistical tests were used. A P value
, 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

3. Results

3.1. Identification of thermal sensitive wide-dynamic-
range neurons

A total of 37 neurons were recorded. Among them, 5 non-
nociceptive neurons and 2 nociceptive-specific neurons were
excluded from the analysis. Of the remaining WDR neurons
responding to mechanical stimuli (n 5 30), 83% were also
activated by noxious heat (MH: mechano-heat neurons, n 5 25)
and 57% to cold and heat (MHC: mechano-heat-cold neurons n
5 17) (Fig. 2). All neurons that responded to cold stimuli also
responded to heat. Notably, very little to no basal activity as well
as no response to nonnociceptive thermal stimulation was
recorded.

3.2. Single thermal stimulation

In the first part of the work, a single stimulation was applied for a
duration of 250, 500, 750, and 1000 ms with an ultrafast heating

at 52˚C or cooling at 0˚C (ramp of 300˚C/second), from the
baseline temperature set at 30˚C (Fig. 3). As shown in the figure,
we observed a stimulation duration-dependent increase of AP
discharge frequency (hot: analysis of variance [ANOVA], F(3,68) 5
9.87; P, 0.0001; cold: ANOVA, F(3,33) 5 5.95, P5 0.0023). For
latencies, a statistical difference was only found in the case of hot
stimulation (hot; ANOVA, F(3,57)5 3.22; P5 0.029; cold: ANOVA,
F(3,33)5 0.3,P5 0.83). Using the parameters given in a previously
published article,14 themodel describing temperature changes at
the cutaneous surface and at the nociceptor depth (150 mm) is
given in Figure 3. It indicates the theoretical duration required to
reach noxious temperature for heat (43˚C) and cold (18˚C) while
using a contact thermode and our stimulation protocol (Fig. 3).
We can see that the theoretical time to reach the hot nociceptive
threshold (43˚C) at the receptors (ie, at 150 mm below the skin
surface) is 470mswhile the time to reach the equivalent cold delta
from baseline temperature (18˚C) is 270 ms. This difference in
latency is mainly due to the temperature set point imposed on the
probe, ie, 52 vs 0˚C, ie, a difference of 8˚C between the 2
conditions, starting from the base temperature of 30˚C.

When comparing the response between hot and cold stimuli
for a 1000-ms stimulation, we observed that the latency to the first
emitted AP was significantly higher (unpaired Student t-test: t 5
8.041; df 5 32; P , 0.0001) for the hot (490 6 24 ms; n 5 21)
than the cold stimulation (2126 18ms; n5 13; Fig. 4). Themean
frequency of AP discharge, however, was not different between
the 2 modalities (hot 5 17.2 6 2.8 Hz; cold 5 12.4 6 1.4 Hz;
unpaired Student t-test: t5 0.1283; df5 32; P5 0.2087; Fig. 4).

3.3. Slow ramp stimulation

Representative responses of WDR neurons to heat and cold
stimulations are shown in Figure 4A. As seen in Figure 4B, the
threshold for hot stimulation was of 43.46 1.2˚C (n5 14) and for
cold stimulation was of 19.8 6 1.8˚C (n 5 11). Similarly to single
stimuli, the mean frequency of AP firing did not differ (Student t-
test: t 5 1.013; df 5 23; P 5 0.3214) between both modalities
(hot 5 15.3 6 3.4 Hz; n 5 14; cold 5 11.3 6 1.2 Hz; n 5 11;
Fig. 5).

3.4. Sustained stimulation

We then assessed the electrophysiological properties of ther-
moresponsive WDR neurons while coding for repeated hot and
cold stimulations (30 stimulations at 1 Hz) of various durations
(Fig. 6). For repeated hot stimulation, we observed a slight
increase in AP firing within the first few seconds (refer to the first 3
stimulations in the figure) followed by a progressive decrease in
the frequency during the remaining part of the stimulation
protocol.

For cold stimuli, no such facilitation could be observed, but the
frequency of discharge did show a slight decrease until the end of
the protocol.

As illustrated in Figure 7, in response to hot stimulations, a
short-lasting facilitation of the WDR response can be easily
observed during the first 3 stimulations. This could also be seen in
the case of continuous stimulation (duration 1000 ms). Action
potential discharge frequency increased from 9.5 6 1.7 Hz (stim
1) to 23.1 6 5.8 Hz (stim 3). After these first 3 seconds, a
progressive decrease was observed which could be fitted with an
exponential decay constant (t) of 8.12ms. Themean frequency at
the end of the 30 stimulation protocols was strongly reduced and
of 3.7 6 1.7 Hz. As mentioned above, no facilitation could be
observed for the cold stimulation, even if this stimulation was

Figure 2. Proportion of wide dynamic range neurons responsive to hot, cold,
and mechanical stimuli. M, mechano; MCH, mechano-heat-cold; MH,
mechano-heat.
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continuous (1000 ms duration). The frequency was maximal at
the beginning of the protocol (17.1 6 3.3 Hz) but slightly
decreased with time. The mean frequency was of 4.26 1.1 Hz at
the end of the protocol (Fig. 7).

3.5. Hot and cold response curve

Figure 7 illustrates the responses seen in mechano-heat-cold
WDR neurons (MHC, n 5 7) (Fig. 8). Here, we applied a single
stimulation (300˚C/second, duration 5000 ms) from 0 to 52˚C
(increments of 5˚C). Interestingly, these MHC neurons had
different coding frequency depending on the cold and hot stimuli.
The action potential number peaked at 25 for temperatures below
15˚C, whereas more than 100 APs could be seen if noxious hot
stimulations were applied (.40˚C).

4. Discussion

In this work, spinal WDR neurons responding to mechanical
stimulations were recorded to further characterize their

processing capacities after sensory spinal transmission of cold
and hot noxious information. Most of the WDR neurons (83%)
recordedwere activatedwhen noxious hot stimuli were applied to
the hind paw receptive field. Surprisingly, we found that WDR
neurons seem to respond in a nociceptive-specific manner to hot
stimuli because they started to fire action potential at a threshold
of about 42˚ (ie, the usual nociceptive threshold for heat). Half of
them (53%) also processed cold messages, both noxious and
nonnoxious. Using a single stimulus, we found that the latency to
observe the first AP after the onset of the stimulation was much
faster for cold (about 210 ms) than for hot noxious temperatures
(about 490 ms). No differences could be seen in the mean
frequency of occurrence of extracellular AP generated by WDR
after cold or hot noxious stimulations (range between 10 and 20
Hz). When analyzing the coding properties about iterative
stimulations at 1 Hz, only hot noxious processing was associated
with an immediate short-lasting wind-up response. This result is
in good agreement with the long latencies measured before the
appearance of the first AP and the likelihood that these hot
noxious messages are carried by unmyelinated C fibers. Our

Figure 3. Characterization of wide dynamic range neurons extracellular action potential discharges after a single thermal stimulation (ramp 300˚C/second) with
various durations. Representative examples of a wide dynamic range neuron response to a hot (A1-2) or a cold (B1-2) paw stimulation with a duration of 250, 500,
750, and 1000ms. After analysis of variance (refer to text), Tukey post hoc tests were performed formultiple comparison (code: ***,P, 0.0001; **,P, 0.01; *,P,
0.05; ns: not significant. (A3-B3) Model predicting the temperature reached at the cutaneous surface and at the nociceptor level (localized around 100 mm below
the skin’s surface) during a single hot (A3) stimulation of 52˚C or a single cold (B3) stimulation of 0˚C (ramp 300 ˚C/s) during 1000ms. The number of recorded cells
is given in the graphs.
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results also suggest that cold messages may use other sensory
neurons such as those from the Ad-type family. It is also to be
noted that our study was made on glabrous skin which could
explain differences in the threshold of proportion of thermores-
ponsive neurons compared with other studies made on hairy
skin.32

Thermal thresholds obtained during the slow ramp protocols
and the modelisation of the stimuli are in good agreement with
those found in the literature, ie, around 42˚C for heat and below
15˚C for cold.6,10 Therefore, it seems that slow and progressive
heating or cooling of the cutaneous surface diminished the
influence of the skin’s inertia observed during the stimulation.
These results highlight the interest of using this heating or cooling
thermode in preclinical studies as well as in clinical ones. It is
currently in use in several research laboratories for quantitative
sensory testing or to trigger extracellular receptor potential from
the cortex.40 It is to be noted that the cold threshold obtained in
this study comes from the mean of recorded threshold which
varied from 25˚C to 10˚C. This apparent heterogeneity is in
accordance with the literature which describes a large range of
sensitivity in cold-responsive nociceptors.2

If an electrical stimulation of the peripheral receptive field is
used (ie, to induce an immediate depolarization of primary
afferent fibers without stimulating the nociceptive molecular
detectors), fast conducting A-type sensory axons will activate
more rapidly the second-order WDR neurons than the slow-
conducting C-type sensory axons [see for example Ref. 22].
Regarding their conduction velocities and the appearance of

the first AP discharge, it seems likely that cold information
reaching the WDR neurons used Ad fibers to reach spinal WDR
neurons of the deep dorsal horn. The recorded response may
also depend on other factors, including the thermode heating
or cooling time or the thermal inertia of the skin. Indeed, our
analysis of the hot and cold temperature ramps of the probe as
well as the thermic diffusion properties of the skin (Fig. 2)
shows that there is a significant difference in latency to reach
the same temperature deltas from baseline between hot and
cold stimuli. AP generation after the corresponding nociceptive
receptor activation (ie, transduction time) may also be a
nonnegligible factor.

As mentioned above, the latency of the first AP emitted after
cold noxious stimuli (�221 ms) does not seem consistent with
an information transmitted by slow-conducting unmyelinated
C fibers, which backs the hypothesis that the fast response
observed in recorded spinal WDR neurons would correspond
to a convergence of information carried by Ad fibers.
Moreover, Ad fibers are known to be adaptive,26 meaning
that they rapidly cease to fire on a sustained stimulation. This
hypothesis is well illustrated by the sustained stimulation
protocol showing the adaptive nature of the cold response
with the rapid decrease of AP firing within the first few
seconds. This result is also in good agreement with previous
works conducted on cold-sensitive fibers in the monkey,9

demonstrating a short latency to the cold response, followed
by a fast decrease of firing as well as an inhibition of the
response after repeated stimulation.

Figure 4. Extracellular recording of wide dynamic range neurons in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord after a single hot (A1) or cold (A2) stimulation (ramp 300˚C/
second, duration of 1000 ms). Red (A1) and blue (A2) segments within the recording trace correspond to the firing of a single neuron after spike sorting analysis.
The black area in the rat hind paw drawing gives the localization of the receptive field stimulated. Histograms gives the number of AP detected per bins of 200 ms.
Graphs showing themean latency to observe the first AP after a hot or cold single stimulation (B) and the correspondingmean frequency (C). Statistical code for the
Student t-test: P , 0.0001 (***); ns: nonsignificant. The number of recorded cells is given in the graphs. AP, action potential.
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The results from the various hot stimulation protocols give less
clear-cut conclusions, although the latency would argue in favor
of a peripheral detection and transmission by C fibers. The
observed latency (�441 ms) is in accordance with the work of Xu
et al.39 who modeled a response by C nociceptors to heat with a
latency of 600 ms. The discrepancy between our value and theirs
could come from the type of metal used to heat the skin which
implies a different coefficient of thermal conduction.37 Moreover,
the presence of postdischarge, characteristic of C fibers,28 was
often observed after stimuli of 52˚C, but not at 0˚C (as illustrated in
Fig. 3). The hypothesis of the perception of nociceptive heat
mostly by C fibers is also consistent with (1) the modelisation of
the tail-flick reflex3,8 which does not include the involvement of Ad
fibers and ii) the observation that the glabrous skin—as in our
study—seems to be less innervated by heat-responsive Ad

fibers.4,17 Another explanation could be that the recorded
neurons in the deep layer of the spinal dorsal horn do not
integrate information arising from Ad fibers activated by noxious
heat. To further support this idea, it is long been known that the
«wind-up» response is a specific property of C fibers in
physiological conditions.16 In our experimental conditions, the
sustained noxious hot stimulation protocol induced an immediate
and short-lasting facilitation before progressively decreasing to a
lower frequency of occurrence. This initial facilitation, absent in
sustained cold stimulation, is likely to represent a truncated form
of the «wind-up–like» phenomenon, ie, seen fully with electrical
stimulation bypassing the natural detector of noxious heat.19

TRPV1-expressing sensory neurons may perfectly be responsi-
ble for this phenomenon because early facilitation may encounter
the optimal activation of TRPV1 before its partial deactivation as

Figure 5. Electrophysiological responses of wide dynamic range spinal neurons after stimulation of the paw receptive field with a slow heating (3˚C/second) or
cooling (4˚C/second) temperature ramp (duration: 7.5 seconds). (A1, A2) Representative traces recorded after a slow hot or cold ramp. Red (A1) and blue (A2)
segments within the recording trace correspond to the firing of a single neuron after spike sorting analysis. The black surface on the paw indicates the receptive
field stimulated for this response. Histograms show the number of AP per bins of 200 ms. (B) Mean temperature threshold to observe the first AP after hot or cold
stimulation of the peripheral receptive field. (C)Mean frequency of APdischarge (Hz) while analyzing thewhole period of firing. The number of recorded cells is given
in the columns. Statistical code for the Student t-test, ns: nonsignificant. AP, action potential.

Figure 6. Adaptation of the wide dynamic range neuronal discharge after an iterative stimulation (30 stimulation applied at 1 Hz) of the paw receptive field for
noxious hot (52˚C, A) or cold (0˚C, B). Several stimulation durations were tested.
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previously described in the literature.25 Our results are in
accordance with the recent study of Ran et al., who recorded in
vivo the calcium activity of thermoresponsive spinal neurons after
peripheral cutaneous stimulation.31 They showed that the
integration of cold information is more relative than adaptative
and does not depend on absolute temperature, whereas the
integration of hot stimulation does and shows little to no
adaptation. These results are perfectly in line with ours as
illustrated in the hot and cold response curve supporting the
existence of «broadly tuned» spinal neurons that are responsive
to both hot and cold stimulations. This neuronal population
represented most of the recorded WDR neurons in vivo.

In this study, we finely characterized the integration of thermal
nociceptive stimuli by WDR neurons in the deep dorsal horn
layers of the rat spinal cord. Our results claim for distinct local
spinal circuits of convergence for hot and cold nociceptive stimuli,
using C-type and A-type sensory afferents, respectively. This
observation is of utmost interest for further research work
analyzing pathological pain states where pain symptoms related

to cold and hot stimuli are differentially expressed (eg, in-
flammatory vs neuropathic pain).
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